More power to you.
Flexible connections to meet today’s workspace needs.

Wiremold® Tele-Power poles offer relocation flexibility to support open office designs. Quickly and easily reconfigure poles to meet floor plan changes and capacity needs.

The Power to Bring Your Ideas to Life.

Legrand/Wiremold, the company that created the power pole category, now brings more choice, more capability and more power to market. All designed to make your life easier and the environments you work in better.

From steel and aluminum to custom and configurable, our product line offers the right power pole for any situation. Allowing anyone to bring power, data and A/V into open space environments quickly and easily, while promoting sustainable design by increasing the use of natural daylight.

So whether you need to bring services to an office workstation, a cashier’s register, a classroom or a nurse’s station, Tele-Power poles get the job done neatly and efficiently. With more choices in appearance and configuration. Putting the power back in your hands.

Tele-Power poles can be ordered in custom colors to complement any décor.
The Power of Choice

When you choose Legrand/Wiremold, you’re choosing the company of choice. Offering you a greater selection of finishes, configurations and sizes.

Material
Industry standard steel and aluminum poles are available in 10’, 12’ and 15’ lengths. Offered in painted, polished or satin anodized finishes.

Services
Bring power, data and A/V wherever you need it. Assign a single capability or a number of services to each pole.

Function
Use Tele-Power poles to deliver multiple services to your desired point of use or simply as a feeder system.

Configurable
Tele-Power poles allow for in-field modifications which include adding device plates as well as the ability to increase and decrease height.

Custom
Specify the number and type of receptacles you need, as well as alter your device spacing, with custom poles. Epoxy powder coat or enamel paint complements any décor. Poles range from 20’-30’ high.

Style
Vista™ Columns, the most aesthetically pleasing vertical solution, offer flexibility. Providing multiple wire and cable feed options through center and/or end channels.

Affording you more choice.
Powering more sales.

Bring power and data to cash wraps and counter areas. Feed services to display cases, photo kiosks and price check stations. Even include Lighted signage. Whatever your retail need, Wiremold Tele-Power poles provide the services you need, where you need them.
Expand your options with our new Pole Extender:

The Tele-Power Pole Extender makes transporting and installing power poles a snap, literally. Just snap together 5’ sections to create a Tele-Power pole, or extend the length of your existing pole. This allows for easy, on-site modifications to accommodate a variety of height requirements. Plus, these poles can be easily shipped by ground or air, reducing the risk of damage. Designed to work with 25 Series.